
MAPPING THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY WITH MAPMYINDIA 

 "Eloqua helped 
MapmyIndia          
leverage                  
technology to          
its best potential.   
We used Eloqua    
to understand 
what content is relevant and 
the information about the 
customer that is required to 
generate customer 
engagement and improve the 
CX journey." 

Let's Talk CX is a Customer Experience (CX) platform brought together by Paul Writer in association with Oracle. It aims at
sharing India relevant, focused insights and content, and foster dynamic conversations that span the entire customer lifecycle.

With the advent of
technology improving CX  
has never been easier

IoT, Machine Learning, AI and
Automation are some of the integral
technologies that have aided in
personalizing the customer journey
and have the potential to change how
we view CX. From automating emails,
using AR/VR and video calls to
demonstrate product demos and solve
solutions instantaneously, companies
can now reach a new height of
efficiency and customer satisfaction. 

“Digital has given industry newer
challenges to address. One such
challenge is to target the right
consumers, collate consumer interests
and insights & use them to keep
evolving your products to see how one
can continue to add value to the lives
of each consumer. The tech-oriented
sophisticated approach is essential in
this digital era.” Sapna Ahuja, COO at
MapmyIndia said.  

MapmyIndia, a pioneer of navigational
solutions harnessed the power of
technology for their campaign
AppmyIndia. The campaign invited
developers to create mobile and web
applications using MapmyIndia’s stack
of APIs & SDKs.  

MapmyIndia aims to bring security and
ease for its customers. Their customer
base can be split into three categories:
individual, corporation, and government. 
 For the individuals who are looking for
safe travels through effortless navigation,
MapmyIndia products can be a go-to
option. Corporate customers on the other
hand use MapmyIndia to get a better
understanding of the topography of their
consumer base. As for government
consumers, MapmyIndia offers solutions
around smart city, city planning etc.  

The customer support team at
MapmyIndia interacts with the consumers
to find out the kind of communication,
material provision that MapmyIndia can
provide to consumers and potential
consumers. The team helps in
understanding issues customers would
face and developing solutions for these
issues so as to better the customer
experience.  

By providing a diverse set of solutions,
along with a good customer support team
aided by developing technologies,
MapmyIndia is able to maneuver the
imperative terrain of CX deftly.  

The usage of technology
like CRM can effectively
enhance CX 

Marketing and CX both focus
on connecting with the
customer

Through the help of automation
MapmyIndia was able to send more
than 14,000 mails and monitor the
open rates and unique clickthrough
rates which helped them understand
the reach and impact of their
campaign.   

Sapna Ahuja 
COO, MapmyIndia


